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Disclaimer
Disclaimer: Neither TradersMeetup.net nor its organizers with the exception of today’s presenter, are licensed 
financial advisors, registered investment advisors, registered broker-dealer nor FINRA | SIPC | NFA-member firm. In 
accordance to the policies of TradersMeetup.net, this presentation does not provide investment or financial advice or 
make investment and trade recommendations. TradersMeetup.net is not in the business of transacting trades, nor 
does TradersMeetup.net agree to direct your brokerage accounts or give trading advice tailored to your particular 
situation. The content of today’s presentation does not constitutes a solicitation, recommendation, promotion or 
endorsement of any particular security, other investment product, transaction or investment. Moreover, the 
presented examples are computer generated hypothetical positions unless otherwise stated.

Trading Futures, Options on Futures, and retail off-exchange foreign currency transactions involves substantial risk 
of loss and is not suitable for all investors. You should carefully consider whether trading is suitable for you in light 
of your circumstances, knowledge, and financial resources. You may lose all or more of your initial investment. 
Opinions, market data, and recommendations are subject to change at any time. 

All rights reserved. This Material may not be reproduced or distributed, in whole or in part, any other reproduction in 
whatever form and by whatever media, is expressly prohibited without the prior written consent of TradersMeetup.  

No Soliciting. No Recording. No Photography.



“Don’t focus on making 
money; focus on 
protecting what you 
have.” – Paul Tudor Jones
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Your Best friend!

Your Employee!

Your Better Half!

Your Brake Pedal!

Your Exit if the House is on Fire!
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About Beth...
Born in NY, raised in CO, Graduated from the University of Florida with a degree in Business, Lived in 
Austin, TX and Columbus,OH... in 2000, “I Made it” to Southern CA!

Wanting to live in San Diego since high school...I followed my dream!

I have two amazings ANGELS!

For 18 years, I have ran my own business in Real Estate Appraising!

I am invested in and manage my California Real Estate.

I believe when you find a Passion ... give it your all!

The hula hoop story will be at the end!!!
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My Why!
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About Beth...and the Market
● My first market exposure was in 1988 with an investment with an advisor. In the 90’s, I opened up 

a mutual fund account and also began a Roth IRA. 
● In 2013, I opened my “first” self directed stock account to buy and hold “a stock” which lead to my 

biggest wipeout in April 2015!  This began the first major risk lesson!

 “SIZE DOES MATTER”

● In December 2013... I had no clue what I was doing but I knew I was learning what would be the 
beginning of a life journey... I discovered “Tastytrade” and started to master Options! I had fallen in 
LOVE with the Market!

● February 2015 I began to learn to read charts and trade futures with the teachings of “Gabe”, Jake 
Bernstein and countless hours of information via books and YouTube

● By 2016 I had started to create my own trading style; by 2017 I began to start  understanding that 
managing RISK was a key component to SUCCEED!

● 2018, I became a liscensced  CTA (Commodities Trade Advisor), I trade all time frames and enjoy 
the Futures market and am registered with  the NFA under Yin Yang Capital, LLC 10



Game time
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Can You Walk A 

Straight  Line

?
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          Ray Dalio



Learn about You!
      Understanding risk ,means first having an understanding of You

● Your trading goals

● Your account size

● Your trading style

● Your trading SIZE (S)

● Your R (risk /return or profit (-R, +R))

● Your Probability of Success (P) for your trade set up

      Please answer a couple questions ~ This is for you only        
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“Throughout my financial career, I 
have continually witnessed examples 
of other people that I have known 
being ruined by a failure to respect 
risk. If you don’t take a hard look at 
risk, it will take you.” – Larry Hite
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Your Trading Goals
●  Is Trading a Hobby, Investment  or a Livelihood?

● Are you a short term trader or a long term investor?

● What type of compounded return are you looking for?

● Do you want a smooth P&L curve?  If  you do then you  must 

manage risk … or you get a  Mount Everest P&L curve!

● Do you buy or sell premium (options)?

● Do you use leverage (margin, portfolio)?

● What items do you want to trade… stocks, bonds, options, futures?
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Your Trading Style
● You  trade smaller time frames (day trader)

● Your holding positions for days (swing trader)

● Buy and hold positions for months/ years (investor)

● Do your positions let you  SLEEP AT NIGHT 

● Do you use technical analysis for trades , that provide a 

specific stop placement

● Are you using fundamentals to open a position and placing a 

stop at the ATR (average true range) or using signals

● A Trading style  must have a “pre-determined STOP” 
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“I always define my 
risk, and I don’t have to 
worry about it.” – Tony 
Saliba
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Your Account Size
The nominal $ size of  your Account (capital) is 

used to determine….and define your Risk

What types of trades can your account manage? 
5 min bars ~ daily bars~monthly bars ~ patterns

 By knowing  where the STOP goes,  if your wrong,  
Tells how many  shares (stocks), contracts (futures)  or options to 

trade in your account based on risk exposure.    

    

...Why new traders fail?… small accounts and too much Risk per 
transaction, coupled with unproven systems (unknown P)…. 19



“The elements of good trading 
are: (1) cutting losses, (2) 
cutting losses, and (3) cutting 
losses. If you can follow these 
three rules, you may have a 
chance.” – Ed Seykota
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Your Trading SIZE (S)
 “SIZE DOES MATTER”

Risk is determined from Entry to 
HARD STOP

Trade Size should Risk no more than 0.5% - 3% 
of your Account per Trade

At 0.5% a Trade you have 200 Opportunities to be Right!!
21



Your Trading SIZE (S)

At .005 or 0.5% a trade you have 200 Opportunities to 
be Right!

200 Sized Trading Opportunities

**** Trading is Probabilities****

As a trader our main goal is to manage Risk until the 
probabilities are on our side with Returns!
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Coin Toss
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“I’ll keep reducing my trading size as 
long as I’m losing… My money 
management techniques are 
extremely conservative. I never risk 
anything approaching the total 
amount of money in my account, let 
alone my total funds.” – Randy McKay
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… Without knowing where 

you will get out of the 

market is like driving a 

car without brakes ….

Risk, is determined from 
Entry to Hard Stop



driving a car without brakes
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without stops you will find 

yourself where you do not want 

to be!!!
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“That cotton trade was almost the 
deal breaker for me. It was at that 
point that I said, ‘Mr. Stupid, why risk 
everything on one trade? Why not 
make your life a pursuit of happiness 
rather than pain?’” – Paul Tudor Jones
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Trading SIZE (S)

Number of Shares 

                   or 

Future Contracts

29

=

% of Risk of Account per Trade X 
Capital

__________________________

Risk Per Share or Contract

Example : Buy xyz stock is $10.00 
Stop Loss at $9.00
Profit / Return $12.00
Probability of Set up 46% 
RISK 1% per Trade

$25,000 Account (Capital)

 ?    S 



Trading SIZE (S)

Number of Shares

                    or              

Future Contracts
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=

% of Risk of Account per Trade X 
Capital

__________________________
Risk Per Share or Contract(entry price-stop price)

Example : Buy xyz stock is $10.00 
Stop Loss at $9.00
Profit/Return $12.00
Probability of Set up 46% 

RISK 1% per Trade; $1.00 per Share

$25,000 Account (Capital)

 1% X $25000 =$250

$10.00 price - $9.00 Stop = $1.00 per Share 
  ?    S



Trading SIZE (S)

Number of Shares

Or              

Future Contracts

31

=

% of Risk of Account per Trade X 
Capital

__________________________

Risk Per Share or Contract

Example : Buy xyz stock is $10.00 
Stop Loss at $9.00
Profit/Return $12.00
Probability of Set up 46% 

RISK 1% per Trade; $1.00 per Share

$25,000 Account (Capital)

 1% X $25000 =$250

$1.00 per Share 

250shares 



Trading SIZE (S) Futures...
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$25,000 Account (Capital)

    *Created by Sean Haggart 



Trading SIZE (S)
Futures...
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$25,000 Account (Capital)

    *Created by Sean Haggart 



“When I became a winner, I said, ‘I figured 
it out, but if I’m wrong, I’m getting the hell 
out, because I want to save my money and 
go on to the next trade.’” – Marty Schwartz
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On a 100 mile journey on a Road … 
Not sure if you are going the Right  direction...You?

       YOUR WHY IS AT THE 200 mile 
marker and needs YOU!!!

                       ***You start at mile marker 100 and need to go to mile marker 200***
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On a 100 mile journey on a Road … 
Not sure if you are going the Right  direction...You?
***You start at mile marker 100 and need to go to mile marker 200***

A. Stop and ask for directions … 4 miles into the journey (mile marker 
96)  & have to turn around

B. Waiting  for a sign that you are going the right way… 10 miles in you 
see a sign you're going the wrong way (mile marker 90) & go the other 
way

C. Go all the way to the end and realize the road ends (mile marker 0)  …. 
And then have to turn around

***Your car has 6 gallons of gas and gets 20 miles to the gallon***        

How long was each journey? Did you 
make it to the destination? 36



On a 100 mile journey on a Road … 
Not sure if you are going the right  direction...You?

A. Stop and ask for directions … at 4  miles & turn around

108 miles

A. Waiting  for a sign that you are going the right way… 10 miles in you see 
a sign you're going the wrong way &  then you go the other way

120 miles arriving on fumes as you only have gas for 120 miles!!!

A. Go all the way to the end and realize the road ends  …. And then turn 
around….           

You run out of gas... Because you went the wrong way for too long

***Your car has 6 gallons of gas and gets 20 miles to the gallon***        37



$In a Trade ... Miles are Dollars$ 
$1= 1 Mile

right Risk, for the trade to go the right way for Returns? 

Start with $100 Capital  
Mile $0…………….. Mile $100………… Mile $200

You enter a long trade with $100 of Capital  get stopped for -$4 
You are Right from mile 100 -200 

for a $100 return
*

Going forward 4 miles of positive returns is spent recapturing 
lost Capital
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$In a Trade … miles are Dollars$ 
Return  Profit Target $100

A. Trader A ~ Sets a Stop and is wrong with a $4 stop ...  and waits for 
another set up and hits the profit target!

Makes  $92

Stop in a defined place allows you to be out of the market until you're 
going the right way!

A. Trader B ~  Got Stopped by a market signal for a $10 stop... and waits 
for another signal in the direction of the market and hits the profit target!

      Makes $80 
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$In a Trade ... Miles are Dollars$ 
Stop in a defined place allows you to be out of the market until you're 

going the right way!

40

TRADER  A                                     TRADER  B



$In a Trade ... miles are Dollars$ 
TRADER C

Goes all the way to the end, NO MORE MONEY because NO STOP and realize 
the account has been blown out …. And CAN NOT turn around….                   

You…started with $100 and went $100 the wrong way 

YOU BLEW YOUR ACCOUNT!!!

So Remember to always Stop and ask for directions!!!
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YOUR WHY IS AT THE 200 
mile marker and needs YOU!!!
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“When I get hurt in the market, I get the hell 
out. It doesn’t matter at all where the market is 
trading. I just get out, because I believe that 
once you’re hurt in the market, your decisions 
are going to be far less objective than they are 
when you’re doing well… If you stick around 
when the market is severely against you, 
sooner or later they are going to carry you 
out.” – Randy McKay
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Investment Loss               Gain to Break Even 
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Mathematics of Investing

-10%
-20%
-30%
-40%
-50%
-60%

+11%
+25%
+43%
+67%

+100%
+150%



“Learn to take losses. The most 
important thing in making money 
is not letting your losses get out 
of hand.” – Marty Schwartz
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%Probability of Success (P)%

Do you know your P?
… this is the work… track, track, test, test…

THIS IS WHAT SIMULATION TRADES ARE FOR!!!

BACK TEST
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%Probability of Success (P)%
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67%P
1.52  +R

Testing
& 

Tracking



%Probability of Success (P)%
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~As Stated by Walter Peters, PHD~ 
 64% of trades made by traders are winners!  However, 
the winning trades average +1R or $1 per a winning 
trade and  losing  trades average  -2R or  -$2 per trade~



              R 

-R=Risk         +R = Return
A successful traders Returns are  greater > than the Risk times 

their  P (probability of success)
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%Probability of Success (P)%



%Probability of Success (P)%
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67%
1.52 
+R
Testing

& 
Tracking



%Probability of Success (P)%
Let’s take a look at how the 

p , -r , +R

work!!!
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%Probability of Success (P)%
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Expectancy per Trade($) =
% P x Average Winner - ((1- %P) X Average 

Loser)

Expectancy per Trade($) =
% P x +R - ((1- %P)  X  -R)



%Probability of Success (P)%
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Expectancy per Trade($) =
% P x Average Winner - ((1- %P) X Average 

Loser)

67% P          Probability of Success
1.52 +R        Average Winner
1.0  - R         Risk



%Probability of Success (P)%
$25,000 Account (Capital) 1% R per Trade = $250 Risk is 1R 
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Expectancy per Trade($) =
% P x +R - ((1- %P)  X  -R)

67% P
1.52 +R

Testing & Tracking

1.0  - R



%Probability of Success (P)%
$25,000 Account (Capital) 1% R per Trade = $250 Risk is 1R 
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                   Expectancy per trade($)= % P x Average Winner - ((1- %P) X Average Loser)

67% X 1.52 - 33% X 1
Or

$1.02 - $0.33 
= Expectancy Win per Trade =

+$0.69 per $ Risked in the Market



Trading SIZE (S)

Number of Shares

Or              

Future Contracts
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=

% of Risk of account per trade X 
Capital

__________________________

Risk Per Share or contract

Example : Buy xyz stock is $10.00 
Stop loss at $9.00
Profit target $12.00
Probability of Set up 46% 

RISK 1% per trade; $1.00 per share

$25,000 account (Capital)

 1% X $25000 =$250

$1.00 per share 

250shares 



%Probability of Success (P)%
$25,000 Account (Capital) 1% R per Trade = $250 Risk is 1R 
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                   Expectancy per trade($)= % P x Average Winner - ((1- %P) X Average Loser)

67% X 1.52 ($250) - 33% X 1($250)
Or

$380 - $82.50 

= +$297.50 Expectancy Win per Trade



%Probability of Success (P)%
$25,000 Account (Capital) 1% R per Trade = $250 Risk is 1R 
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                   Expectancy per trade($)= % P x Average Winner - ((1- %P) X Average Loser)

46% X 2 ($250) - 54% X 1($250)
Or

$230 - $135

= +$95 Expectancy Win per unit Risk



%Probability of Success (P)%
$25,000 Account (Capital) 1% R per Trade = $250 Risk 
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                   Expectancy per Trade($)= % P x Average Winner - ((1- %P) X Average Loser)

~As Stated by Walter Peters, PHD~ 
 64% of trades made by traders are winners!  However, 
the winning trades average +1R or $1 per a winning 

trade and  losing  trades average  -2R or  -$2 per trade~

Let’s see why this does not work!



%Probability of Success (P)%
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                   Expectancy per Trade($)=
% P x Average Winner - ((1- %P) X Average 

Loser)

64% P Winning Trades
1.0 +R   
 2.0 -R



%Probability of Success (P)%
$25,000 Account (Capital) 1% R per Trade = $250 Risk 
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                   Expectancy per Trade($)= % P x Average Winner - ((1- %P) X Average Loser)

64% X 1.00 - 36% X 2.00
$.64 - $.72

= -$.08 Expectancy Loss per Trade

Expensive Party when you also add in commissions!



%Probability of Success (P)%

In Summary ~

Higher the P you can have a lower +R

Lower the P requires a higher +R
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“Frankly, I don’t see 
markets; I see risks, 
rewards, and money.” 
– Larry Hite
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Hula Hoop 
Story 
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To have … Peace, Love and Happiness, you 
must 100% of the time … Have this as step one 
for all trades!!! In all Markets!!!      
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Cheers, to The 

Old TRadeRs!



Thank you!  

Beth Bungay
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beth@tradersmeetup.net
760-802-2423
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